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Submission form 
Use this form to submit your Great Idea for The Bays Precinct, Sydney. There are three ways to respond: 

 

Make an online submission via www.callforgreatideas.thebayssydney.com.au. This must be 
accompanied by a signed declaration form (available from www.thebayssydney.com.au) and 
can include a maximum of three A3 pages of images, graphics or sketches to support your 
idea, to a maximum file size of 5MB. 

 

 

Download the required forms at www.thebayssydney.com.au to complete on your computer 
and email them to thebaysprecinct@urbangrowth.nsw.gov.au. Emailed submissions must 
include a signed declaration form and can include three A3 pages of images, graphics or 
sketches to support your idea, to a limit of 5MB. 

 

 

Print the required forms and complete by hand. Submissions must include a signed 
declaration form and can also include three A3 pages of images, graphics or sketches to 
support your idea. Post this to Call for Great Ideas, UrbanGrowth NSW, Level 16, 227 
Elizabeth Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. 

Prior to completing your submission, refer to the Call for Great Ideas document available from 
www.thebayssydney.com.au to learn all about the Call for Great Ideas. 

The Call for Great Ideas is an opportunity for everyone to present innovative ideas for the immediate 
priority Destinations of The Bays Precinct: 

1. Bays Waterfront Promenade 
2. Bays Market District 
3. White Bay Power Station 
4. White Bay including White Bay Cruise Terminal. 

Transforming City Living: The Bays Precinct is available from www.thebayssydney.com.au. This provides 
details about each Destination as well as the ambition and objectives that will be used to assess the Great 
Ideas.  

How to complete this form 
To enable a consistent and fair approach to evaluation, all submissions should: 

• provide clear and succinct responses that adhere to word limits for each section 
• demonstrate how your Great Idea aligns with the objectives for The Bays Precinct 
• include a signed Declaration Form. 

This form will restrict your input to the required fields only. You must download it and save it to a safe place 
on your own computer before returning it using option 2 or 3 mentioned above (option 1 offers the ability 
to submit using an online form). 

Use the tick boxes and text boxes to add your information, as if you were filling in a normal Word 
document. Please adhere to the word limits. 

When you have filled in your information please save the file with your name, initial, title and document 
description/type (for example, SmithJ_Title_Submission.doc). Please name any attachments in the same 
manner (for example, SmithJ_Title_Attachment1.pdf, SmithJ_Title_Attachment2.pdf etc). 

 



 
 

 

 

Submission Details 
My/our Great Idea is for X a permanent use ☐  a temporary use  

Tick which theme/objective and the number of the Destination your idea relates to 

Destination  Theme Objective  
1 2 3 4 All 

1 Sydney Global 
Competitiveness 

To deliver a hub of export oriented knowledge intensive 
jobs that can increase Sydney’s global competiveness  

☐ ☐ X ☐ ☐ 

2 Living Bays To deliver enduring, socially inclusive and great places to 
benefit Sydneysiders and national and international 
communities. 

☐ ☐ X ☐ ☐ 

3 Housing Choices To deliver housing choices, including affordable housing 
options, through innovative design and construction, 
new finance models and new moderate income housing 
and rental housing models 

☐ ☐ X ☐ ☐ 

4 Transport and 
Infrastructure 

To deliver a world-class mass and active transit and 
infrastructure solution that unlocks the economic and 
human potential of the Bays Precinct and demonstrates 
a model of environmental excellence. 

☐ ☐ X ☐ ☐ 

5 Exemplary Urban 
Places 

To achieve building design excellence and quality urban 
design in all Destinations 

☐ ☐ X ☐ ☐ 

Title of your Great Idea 
Making the White Bay Power Station an Educational Super Precinct 

Describe your Great Idea 
Describe your Great Idea, why it is unique, how it is relevant to The Bays Precinct and, broadly, how it 
supports the ambition for the Bays Precinct (Limit: 400 words) 

A high profile concern for Sydney’s growing inner city population, is the likely shortfall of local public school 
positions available in the near years ahead. If the future Bays Precinct can’t do something to tackle this 
concern, we surely then must wonder if the government’s talk of promoting ‘liveability’ can be trusted... To 
date, we’ve witnessed public arguments between Councils and State about who should provide schooling 
locations at high cost. The White Bay Power Station is an immense building within the innercity region – 
and it’s already in public hands. It could host (if remediated) numerous tiers of public education from early 
childcare to tertiary research institutes all in the one familiar location. The site (as it has been identified by 
UrbanGrowth NSW) has ample open space attached for playing fields and other recreations. With the help 
of both public and active transport, this site could also become the most connected public space within the 
inner city catchment. The White Bay Power Station is already connected to the highly active Victoria Road 
bus corridor, which connects the site within eight minutes to the CBD. This also provides connections to 
Parramatta, Randwick, Homebush and beyond. There are many potential new cycle and pedestrian options 
(off-road) which could feed into this site – as well as those on-road, which are frequently used already. Re-
animating the Glebe Island Bridge would make it mere minutes from Pyrmont. The Power Station could 
also benefit from neighbouring rail tracks, which (if adaptively re-used) could connect the site by light rail to 
the broader InnerWest, Pyrmont, Central and Balmain. This would simply involve a rail spur from Rozelle 
Bay or Lilyfield stops - the future Rozelle Rail Yards redevelopment would also benefit from this. The beauty 
of using the Power Station as a school (primarily for young people of all ages) is that it will dictate a certain 
level of traffic calming in and around The Bays Precinct itself. This is desperately needed to entice 
development and will serve as a catalyst for greater community-oriented investment across the area. This 
will encourage settlement by families and a more robust sense of community. At present, the site seems 
destined to be sideswiped by a six-lane WestConnex motorway. This will make it far less appealing as a 
community space, still dominated by heavy traffic movements. As a school, it could not only promote the 
best possible transit-oriented development – adding more value to the lands around it and promoting 



 
 

 

exemplary urban spaces. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Sydney’s Global Competitiveness? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Global Sydney pivots on procuring knowledge-based industries in close proximity to one another which 
can enable the efficient sharing of information. This sparks further development within a competitive 
global market of ideas. Surely it would therefore be obscene if we continued to encourage density 
increase in and around Global Sydney without catering for the eductational needs of its growing 
population. Education is the ultimate knowledge base afterall! It sets the scene to further entice 
research-based companies to invest in the area.  

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Living Bays? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Absolutely. Outside school hours, the additional playing fields and recreational sites around a future 
education precinct could be open to the public – not locked away behind a fence. By promoting 
additional active and public transport connections to and from this site (which is central to The Bays), it 
will lower car-dependency in the area and maximise human activity. This will command investment and 
make it a place people from all walks of life wish to be.  

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Housing Choices? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Investing in schools means families will invest within The Bays. It will dictate more than just investor-
owned apartments and foster more variety in housing stock than Green Square. Green Square is mostly 
one and two bedroom apartments occupied by young professionals and empty-nesters looking to 
downsize. This means young families often feel the need to move away to bigger houses in the suburbs, 
leaving a hole in the emerging demography which weakens community. The current Green Square 
population is set to become 53,000 – but it has no commitment for a school. UrbanGrowth should learn 
from this lack of foresight.   

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Transport and Infrastructure? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Yes as it makes use of existing bus corridors and would give solid purpose to any re-opening of the Glebe 
Island Bridge for active transport links from Pyrmont and the City. This would benefit the broader innerwest  
region too. If the existing light rail were extended as a spur through the Rozelle Rail Yards, beneath Victoria 
Road and on to White Bay, Balmain and Glebe Island it would serve this site with great effect also. The 
overall network could cater for a potentially huge public transit-oriented catchment of students. With clever 
co-ordination from the potential transit nodes which feed into it from across the region, the site could 
become relatively car-free.  

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Exemplary Urban Places? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Anyone privileged enough to explore the White Bay Power Station knows what a remarkable heritage 
building it is. Adaptive reuse of a heritage items is considered a very valid way to conserve it for future 
generations. We’re informed this site requires serious remediation, but whatever purpose it is given, that 
will remain a necessity. Why is the cost of this site’s remediation not worthy then of school children? It’s 
one of our largest state-held buildings - so we don’t have to buy it! It could become very socially valuable 
– and a showcase adaptation of the highest order to inspire the world.    

 

 

I/we have attached additional information to support my/our Great Idea ☐  Yes  X  No  

 

Contact details 
Name Nathan English 

Title Individual Resident and Master of Planning Student (UNSW)  

Organisation type (if applicable) Click here to enter text. 

Email  

Phone Number   

 

 



 
 

 

Submission form 
Use this form to submit your Great Idea for The Bays Precinct, Sydney. There are three ways to respond: 

 

Make an online submission via www.callforgreatideas.thebayssydney.com.au. This must be 
accompanied by a signed declaration form (available from www.thebayssydney.com.au) and 
can include a maximum of three A3 pages of images, graphics or sketches to support your 
idea, to a maximum file size of 5MB. 

 

 

Download the required forms at www.thebayssydney.com.au to complete on your computer 
and email them to thebaysprecinct@urbangrowth.nsw.gov.au. Emailed submissions must 
include a signed declaration form and can include three A3 pages of images, graphics or 
sketches to support your idea, to a limit of 5MB. 

 

 

Print the required forms and complete by hand. Submissions must include a signed 
declaration form and can also include three A3 pages of images, graphics or sketches to 
support your idea. Post this to Call for Great Ideas, UrbanGrowth NSW, Level 16, 227 
Elizabeth Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. 

Prior to completing your submission, refer to the Call for Great Ideas document available from 
www.thebayssydney.com.au to learn all about the Call for Great Ideas. 

The Call for Great Ideas is an opportunity for everyone to present innovative ideas for the immediate 
priority Destinations of The Bays Precinct: 

1. Bays Waterfront Promenade 
2. Bays Market District 
3. White Bay Power Station 
4. White Bay including White Bay Cruise Terminal. 

Transforming City Living: The Bays Precinct is available from www.thebayssydney.com.au. This provides 
details about each Destination as well as the ambition and objectives that will be used to assess the Great 
Ideas.  

How to complete this form 
To enable a consistent and fair approach to evaluation, all submissions should: 

• provide clear and succinct responses that adhere to word limits for each section 
• demonstrate how your Great Idea aligns with the objectives for The Bays Precinct 
• include a signed Declaration Form. 

This form will restrict your input to the required fields only. You must download it and save it to a safe place 
on your own computer before returning it using option 2 or 3 mentioned above (option 1 offers the ability 
to submit using an online form). 

Use the tick boxes and text boxes to add your information, as if you were filling in a normal Word 
document. Please adhere to the word limits. 

When you have filled in your information please save the file with your name, initial, title and document 
description/type (for example, SmithJ_Title_Submission.doc). Please name any attachments in the same 
manner (for example, SmithJ_Title_Attachment1.pdf, SmithJ_Title_Attachment2.pdf etc). 

 



 
 

 

 

Submission Details 
My/our Great Idea is for X a permanent use ☐  a temporary use  

Tick which theme/objective and the number of the Destination your idea relates to 

Destination  Theme Objective  
1 2 3 4 All 

1 Sydney Global 
Competitiveness 

To deliver a hub of export oriented knowledge intensive 
jobs that can increase Sydney’s global competiveness  

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

2 Living Bays To deliver enduring, socially inclusive and great places 
to benefit Sydneysiders and national and international 
communities. 

☐ ☐ ☐ X ☐ 

3 Housing Choices To deliver housing choices, including affordable housing 
options, through innovative design and construction, 
new finance models and new moderate income housing 
and rental housing models 

☐ ☐ ☐ X ☐ 

4 Transport and 
Infrastructure 

To deliver a world-class mass and active transit and 
infrastructure solution that unlocks the economic and 
human potential of the Bays Precinct and demonstrates 
a model of environmental excellence. 

☐ ☐ ☐ X ☐ 

5 Exemplary Urban 
Places 

To achieve building design excellence and quality urban 
design in all Destinations 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Title of your Great Idea 
Extending Birrung Park into White Bay 

Describe your Great Idea 
Describe your Great Idea, why it is unique, how it is relevant to The Bays Precinct and, broadly, how it 
supports the ambition for the Bays Precinct (Limit: 400 words) 

My idea is to build a structural interface between White Bay’s container wharves and the urban suburb of 
Balmain above. This interface (once built) would be permanent and mutli-functional, to play an important 
role in improving local amenity and better integrating the two areas. The idea involves the building of a new 
elevated playing field that would extending from Birrung Park’s cliff-top (near Donnelly Street) right out to 
the White Bay shoreline. This playing field would be big enough to host AFL and cricket games, but also 
serve as a gathering event for big public events and (when not used as such) serve as much-needed 
additional passive open space. The new field would be created as a green roof, much like Sydney’s Domain 
carpark currently has on top. This new green roof would cover an extensive two or three storey carpark - or 
bus depot beneath. It would also provide sheltered passage for ongoing port vehicle movements needing 
to get to the Cruise Terminal and Bailey’s Marine Terminal via James Craig Road. Within the new structure 
could also be built to provide some additional housing or office space, which would be incorporated into its 
supporting outer walls. This housing and office space could be as high as the cliff-face top at Birrung Park, 
from the container terminal – this will respect local view lines. This structure is not just about creating 
more parking and open space locally, it could also serve as the key to easing the gradient for a future light 
rail into Balmain – which could take advantage of a disused underground water tank at Gladstone Park 
(further up the hill). This could occur with the creation of a gentle ramp that slowly winds itself around the 
outer perimeter of the oval above, to meet the Birrung Park reserve – where there is a sunken area that 
goes into another cliff. This would provide a far more gentle gradient up and then under Balmain’s Donnelly 
Street from White Bay – allowing a very simple climb via a tunnel to tap into the Gladstone Park water tank 
(Balmain Reservoir). The investment in the same ramp could also help pedestrians and cyclists to climb 
more easily into the suburb above from White Bay itself. All the while, the structure as a whole would add 
some wonderful new vistas to the future Bays Waterfront Promenade, allowing local people to have light 
rail, cycling and walking connections with ease to Glebe Island, the White Bay Power Stration and the Bays. 
The light rail line (on the ramp) could provide a connection to the passenger terminal which is only 20mins 



 
 

 

travel time from Central Station. This would alleviate the current dependence on coaches. The carpark 
beneath the new structure could service visiting cars and have a connection to the light rail. All this would 
free up the existing open-air bitumen bus bays and carparks, for much other higher value land uses in the 
future.  

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Sydney’s Global Competitiveness? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Yes, because it is connecting all things in White Bay with existing services and businesses (including a 
hospital) in Balmain. There is scope to provide office space for businesses which wish to take advantage 
of this – including high tech R&D as it will have a lot of advantages being in this location with these 
connections. This will improve liveability. It makes for stunning attractive vistas and open space – 
accessible to all, and provides better people-friendly links across White Bay and the Cruise Terminal. 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Living Bays? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

It makes for stunning attractive vistas and open space – accessible to all, and provides better people-
friendly links across White Bay and the Cruise Terminal site. 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Housing Choices? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Different types of housing can be incorporated into this structure – and around it. I would encourage 
affordable housing, but this is going to be such a great place to be that I imagine high-end living could 
also be created and sold for a premium. The sense of community will be dictated by good design 
interfacing with and encouraging ongoing, safe interactions across the future demographic.  

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Transport and Infrastructure? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Yes, it is providing a much needed corridor for a future light rail that can service the Balmain Peninsula 
where it is actually needed (including the Cruise Terminal) and it provides a more easy walking gradient for 
active transport, which will aid those using wheeled transport immensely to drink in the whole Bays 
experience – as well as Balmain 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Exemplary Urban Places? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

This is a concept, so its a question of its future design and intention. I believe this can be a very 
exemplary place that integrates seamlessly with the existing spaces around it. It will provide transport 
solutions (and improvements), along with more housing, more potential hi-tech business space, more 
open space (for truly appealing active recreation), etc. It is therefore my view that this will not only be an 
exemplary space, it will be a jewel in the the crown for our future Bays Precinct.    

 

 

I/we have attached additional information to support my/our Great Idea X  Yes  ☐  No  

 

Contact details 
Name Mr Nathan English 

Title Resident of Balmain and Master of Planning Student (UNSW) 

Organisation type (if applicable) Individual Resident 

Email  

Phone Number   

 

 



 
 

 

Submission form 
Use this form to submit your Great Idea for The Bays Precinct, Sydney. There are three ways to respond: 

 

Make an online submission via www.callforgreatideas.thebayssydney.com.au. This must be 
accompanied by a signed declaration form (available from www.thebayssydney.com.au) and 
can include a maximum of three A3 pages of images, graphics or sketches to support your 
idea, to a maximum file size of 5MB. 

 

 

Download the required forms at www.thebayssydney.com.au to complete on your computer 
and email them to thebaysprecinct@urbangrowth.nsw.gov.au. Emailed submissions must 
include a signed declaration form and can include three A3 pages of images, graphics or 
sketches to support your idea, to a limit of 5MB. 

 

 

Print the required forms and complete by hand. Submissions must include a signed 
declaration form and can also include three A3 pages of images, graphics or sketches to 
support your idea. Post this to Call for Great Ideas, UrbanGrowth NSW, Level 16, 227 
Elizabeth Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. 

Prior to completing your submission, refer to the Call for Great Ideas document available from 
www.thebayssydney.com.au to learn all about the Call for Great Ideas. 

The Call for Great Ideas is an opportunity for everyone to present innovative ideas for the immediate 
priority Destinations of The Bays Precinct: 

1. Bays Waterfront Promenade 
2. Bays Market District 
3. White Bay Power Station 
4. White Bay including White Bay Cruise Terminal. 

Transforming City Living: The Bays Precinct is available from www.thebayssydney.com.au. This provides 
details about each Destination as well as the ambition and objectives that will be used to assess the Great 
Ideas.  

How to complete this form 
To enable a consistent and fair approach to evaluation, all submissions should: 

• provide clear and succinct responses that adhere to word limits for each section 
• demonstrate how your Great Idea aligns with the objectives for The Bays Precinct 
• include a signed Declaration Form. 

This form will restrict your input to the required fields only. You must download it and save it to a safe place 
on your own computer before returning it using option 2 or 3 mentioned above (option 1 offers the ability 
to submit using an online form). 

Use the tick boxes and text boxes to add your information, as if you were filling in a normal Word 
document. Please adhere to the word limits. 

When you have filled in your information please save the file with your name, initial, title and document 
description/type (for example, SmithJ_Title_Submission.doc). Please name any attachments in the same 
manner (for example, SmithJ_Title_Attachment1.pdf, SmithJ_Title_Attachment2.pdf etc). 

 



 
 

 

 

Submission Details 
My/our Great Idea is for X a permanent use ☐  a temporary use  

Tick which theme/objective and the number of the Destination your idea relates to 

Destination  Theme Objective  
1 2 3 4 All 

1 Sydney Global 
Competitiveness 

To deliver a hub of export oriented knowledge intensive 
jobs that can increase Sydney’s global competiveness  

X ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

2 Living Bays To deliver enduring, socially inclusive and great places to 
benefit Sydneysiders and national and international 
communities. 

X ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

3 Housing Choices To deliver housing choices, including affordable housing 
options, through innovative design and construction, 
new finance models and new moderate income housing 
and rental housing models 

X ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

4 Transport and 
Infrastructure 

To deliver a world-class mass and active transit and 
infrastructure solution that unlocks the economic and 
human potential of the Bays Precinct and demonstrates 
a model of environmental excellence. 

X ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

5 Exemplary Urban 
Places 

To achieve building design excellence and quality urban 
design in all Destinations 

X ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Title of your Great Idea 
Extending the Bays Waterfront Promenade into Existing Suburbs  

Describe your Great Idea 
Describe your Great Idea, why it is unique, how it is relevant to The Bays Precinct and, broadly, how it 
supports the ambition for the Bays Precinct (Limit: 400 words) 

We often talk of a new waterfront promenade – but what about integrating it with the older suburbs around 
the Bays? The shoreline walks which would otherwise be cut-off from it? My idea is to extend further the 
proposed Bays Waterfront Promenade using additional over-water boardwalks that would help overcome 
shoreline obstacles. This would take the promenade well beyond the current plans and create an even 
more fulfilling pedestrian experience than imagined. Over-water boardwalks (often made of wood and 
pylons) have been employed in Glebe, Pyrmont, Darling Harbour and other parts of Sydney. They help to 
allow pedestrians closer walking access to the harbour, whenever they’re confrounted by a waterfront 
property or structures which blocks such acess. I would like to see more of these boardwalks extending the 
Bays Watefront Promenade into more established neighbourhoods like Balmain East (which has a number 
of pocket parks doted around its foreshore). Imagine coming from other parts of Sydney by ferry and 
getting off at Balmain’s Darling Street ferry wharf – finding you are then able to walk right along waterfront 
to the Botanical Gardens! This will further enhance the liveability of the future Bays Precinct and region. As 
it stands, there are only a handful of existing residential waterfront properties in Balmain East which inhibit 
pedestrian access to the foreshore. They sit between the ferry wharf and White Bay. All these properties 
have their own private jetties onto harbourfront. I’m not suggesting we deny invested property owners 
exclusive access to their personal jetties, but I am suggesting we strike a fair deal to share a very small 
part of their wharfage so we can create a new public walking easement across all of them. The property 
owners being asked to share some jetty space, would greatly benefit from the fact that the Bays Waterfront 
Promenade would become accessible from their own back gates. So too would the Darling Street ferry and 
all local waterfront reserves – on the one flat trail! If UrbanGrowth NSW and local councils were willing to 
share the costs of extending these private jetties just far enough to comfortably run a safe new boardwalk 
path across all of them, the job would be done. Of course, secured gates either side of the new public 
easement will secure both private boats and properties without disadvantage for sharing the jetty space. 
The walk itself would would wrap around the existing urban peninsula an bypass what is otherwise a very 



 
 

 

hilly street-based walk between amenities. Balmain East has some truly amazing heritage which could 
broaden the appeal of walking along the Bay Waterfront Promenade itself, the extended promenade would 
cross-pollinate new developments with established heritage charm. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Sydney’s Global Competitiveness? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

This idea adds value to the overall proposed Bays Waterfront Promenade, which will be an enticing 
feature that will no doubt draw companies wishing to invest in the Redevelopment Zone – because their 
workers will be able to refresh and enjoy all it has to offer. This idea also allows some old world charm to 
filter into the new ‘blank canvas’ world being created at White Bay. This creates further appeal, but also 
allows us to utilize the existing ferry wharf and other amenities of the neighbouring suburbs, which will 
be within a few hundred meters of everything new at White Bay – via a leafy, suburban walk which will 
prove its own attraction.  

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Living Bays? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Yes. It allows the virtues of the established neighbouring suburb to be better shared with what will be 
the new Bays Precinct redevelopments, that will no doubt line adjacent to the proposed Bays Waterfront 
Promenade. This will improve amenity for existing residents and allows new development to benefit from 
ferry and bus connections at Darling Street and the heritage character of Balmain East.  

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Housing Choices? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

I believe so. It will make all future housing that is built feel less at ‘arm’s length’ from the older more 
established neighbourhoods in Balmain East and Balmain. This additional integration will raise interest 
in the housing stock to be built – knowing it is within walking distance of an established community. 
Extending what is the already a proposed active corridor along the Bays Waterfront Promenade will also 
increase the number of human interactions as it will tap into a larger catchment of users. This will do 
much to raise the perceived liveability of the area – and feelings of safety. The reward of visiting the 
more established streetscapes and cafes off Darling Street at the end of a long pedestrian outing is its 
own reward.   

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Transport and Infrastructure? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

If the proposed Bays Waterfront Promenade were able to be extended right around to Darling Street’s ferry 
wharf, it would allow the ferry to be utilised by those working and living in the future Bays. So too the buses 
which connect to that ferry. The boardwalks I propose (if made to measure) could also improve cycling 
access into what are otherwise very narrow and car-dependent streets of Balmain East. In all, makes 
walking and cycling (active transport) more appealing to White Bay, the Bays more broadly, and vice versa 
– this will reduce car dependence.   

 

 

Does your Great Idea align with Exemplary Urban Places? How? (Limit: 100 words) 

Given the additional land value uplifts likely to occur with a future expanded waterfront promenade – 
including those which lie within the redevelopment zone because they benefit from the added character 
of the heritage suburbs sitting next to it - it naturally follows that a higher-quality urban design will be 
easily fostered throughout this area.  

 

 

I/we have attached additional information to support my/our Great Idea X  Yes  ☐  No  

 

Contact details 
Name Mr Nathan English 

Title Resident of Balmain and Master of Planning student (UNSW) 

Organisation type (if applicable) Individual resident 

Email  

Phone Number  0  
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